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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
Measurements of Wind Turbine Wake Evolution and Trajectory During Morning
Boundary Layer Transition and Under Wake Steering Conditions via Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles

In July of 2019, a flight campaign was conducted using semi-autonomous Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) at the Port Alma Kruger Energy wind farm in Ontario, Canada, to study various aspects of wind turbine wake evolution. Horizontal
transects across the wakes were measured using modified fixed-wing aircraft fitted
with a five-hole probe to measure the wind velocity vector. Reference boundary layer
conditions were measured by an octocopter with an assortment of mounted sensors
flying vertical profiles upstream of the turbines. Three experiments were conducted
during the campaign, which consisted of a study on wake behavior during the morning boundary layer transition, a comparison study between steered and unsteered
wakes, and a wake steering study utilizing three aircraft flying in formation. These
experiments demonstrated that wind turbine wakes experience increasing meandering
and diffusion throughout boundary layer transition corresponding to the increase in
boundary layer turbulence, and provided further support for utilizing wake steering
to improve inflow conditions for downstream turbines. Such results demonstrate that
UAVs can be an effective tool for measuring wind farm aerodynamics.

KEYWORDS: wind turbine, wake, atmospheric boundary layer, wake steering, wake
meandering, unmanned aerial vehicles
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Turbulence

Turbulence is an important feature of fluid motion commonly found in many
surroundings that humans interact with daily. It is seen in the release of flue gas
from a power plant, the wake created as a boat moves through a body of water,
a swift flowing river, and even the pouring of a beverage. In the context of fluid
mechanics, turbulence can be defined as the chaotic behavior of a fluid created by
velocity fluctuations that is limited by the flow boundary conditions and viscosity.
These velocity fluctuations are driven by the stretching of vortices and can be observed
on a large range of scales. As the study of fluid mechanics progresses, more focus has
been placed on further understanding these types of flows. Through experimental and
computational methods, understanding turbulent flows has led to the development of
more efficient technologies in industries, such as automotive, aerospace, and energy
production.
The equations of motion for viscous fluids were first introduced in 1822 by M.
Navier. As they continued to be studied, in 1845, G.G. Stokes improved on Navier’s
solution to produce the Navier-Stokes equations [1]. These equations describe the
motion of incompressible, Newtonian fluids and are the cornerstone of contemporary
fluid mechanics. In 1883, Osborne Reynolds introduced a nondimensional parameter
to characterize fluid flow and proved the conditions for the transition to turbulent
flow using his color band experiments [1]. This parameter is known as the Reynolds
number and describes the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. Due to the connection of this ratio to the stability of fluid flow, the Reynolds number also provides
guidance as to whether a flow state might be laminar, transitioning, or turbulent.
Additionally, the Reynolds number also provides a measure of the ratio between the
largest (inertial) and smallest (viscous) scales of a turbulent flow. Thus, it is a necessary parameter to consider when studying turbulence. Furthermore, due to current
computational limitations, numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equations for high
Reynolds number flows is difficult and time consuming as the resolution must be
sufficient to resolve the ratio of largest to smallest scales of eddies in the given flow.
This issue can be solved by using statistical approaches, for example the ReynoldsAveraged-Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation, however these statistical approaches in1

troduce new unknowns for which there are no fundamental equations that can be
used for closure. Thus, empirical and semi-empirical models are required, which lack
universal applicability. Considering assumptions have to be made in computational
turbulence modeling, it is important that the modeled results are in agreement with
the mathematical and physical results. Therefore, experimental approaches are still
valuable for the study of turbulence; not only to capture physical turbulence phenomena but also for validating computational models.
Another important phenomenon in fluid mechanics is the boundary layer. Boundary layer theory was first presented in 1904 by Prandtl for laminar flow. This theory
says that the no-slip condition must always be satisfied, even for high Reynolds number flow (i.e. even for the case of high ratio of inertial to viscous effects). That
means that near a solid, a velocity gradient will form due to viscous diffusion as the
surface continually reduces the momentum of fluid elements that near the surface.
This results in boundary layer growth, where the fluid elements slow down in the
streamwise direction, which increases the boundary layer thickness [2]. Additionally,
boundary layer growth can lead to flow destabilization, which results in a turbulent
boundary layer. Turbulent portions of the boundary layer result in more energy dissipation and increased layer thickness. A specific turbulent boundary layer of interest
in the fluid mechanics community is the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). The atmospheric boundary layer is a natural, high-Reynolds number flow that is the region
of exchange of mass, momentum, and energy between the planet’s surface and the
atmosphere. Hence, it is defined as the portion of the troposphere that is influenced
by the Earth’s surface and reacts to a range of surface forcings. A large portion of the
coupling between the atmosphere and surface is due to the turbulence, which forms
as a result of these surface forcings [3].
Considering the turbulence that forms in the atmospheric boundary layer is among
the highest Reynolds number turbulence found on this planet, it is often used to study
the physics of turbulence, as well as to better understand atmospheric events that
occur close to Earth’s surface. Hence, there have been many methods developed to
study it. Past methods have involved the use of balloons, towers, and manned aircraft
fitted with instrumentation. Balloons and towers have proven to be effective, however
they tend to lack mobility and reliance on Taylor’s frozen flow hypothesis. Alternatively, manned aircraft are often used for atmospheric measurements and even allow
for measurements over larger spatial domains [4]. Unfortunately, manned aircraft are
expensive to operate and tend to create dangerous conditions when operated at low
altitudes. In response to this, a new method from measuring atmospheric turbulence
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and weather conditions has been developed. Now, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
based systems are being increasingly used to measure turbulence data in the atmosphere. These aircraft are typically fitted with an assortment of compact sensors and
probes to measure the atmosphere in a similar fashion as the manned aircraft. While
there are drawbacks associated with unmanned aircraft, such as space for hardware,
flight time, and weather limitations; UAVS provide a safe, inexpensive, and effective
way to study the lower atmosphere [5–15].

1.2

Wind Turbines

Wind power has been harnessed for centuries using windmills for a variety of
applications. In the search for renewable energy, modern technology has led to the
development of windmills to harness the energy available in the atmospheric boundary layer. These structures are now known as wind turbines and their purpose is
to convert wind energy into electricity. The idea for wind turbines was born after
electricity was introduced in the early twentieth century. Windmills slowly developed
into the modern wind turbine with the attachment of an electric generator to a rotor.
Contemporary turbines employ multiple sub-systems working together to successfully
extract kinetic energy from the wind, convert that energy to mechanical energy at
the rotor axis, and finally convert the mechanical energy into electrical energy via the
generator. As a result, wind turbines are playing a role in the transition to a future
of sustainable energy. Wind turbines do pose drawbacks in the form of noise, scenery
interruption, and a reliance on nature to supply sufficient wind. However, wind turbines produce zero carbon emissions and are continually becoming more inexpensive
[16].
Lift can be defined as the aerodynamic force acting perpendicular to the direction
of the oncoming air flow, with the drag force acting in the direction of the air flow.
When extracting power from wind, more energy can be extracted when using lift
force to create rotation rather than drag. Due to this, modern wind turbines typically
utilize two or three blades rotating about a central axis, with their orientation aligned
to produce a lift force perpendicular to the axis of rotation. For most commercial
wind turbines these blades are vertically oriented and mounted on a horizontal shaft.
This configuration is referred to as a horizontal-axis wind turbine (HAWT) as seen in
Figure 1.1. Two important aspects of a HAWT are its hub height and rotor diameter.
The higher the hub height, the further away from the lower-momentum boundary
layer air near the surface, and the more access the wind turbine will have to higher
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wind speeds. Rotor diameter defines how much kinetic energy can be recovered from
the wind and hence available power. Modern turbines measure the wind conditions
at the hub height and use this information to adjust blade pitch to maximize lift, and
hence torque, as well as to yaw the turbine into the direction of the wind [16]. These
mechanisms are also employed to prevent overspeeding of the installed generator as
well as prevent turbine rotation when the winds are too low [16, 17]. Control is
provided using a Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system.

Figure 1.1: A horizontal-axis wind turbine located at Kruger Energy’s Port Alma
wind farm in Ontario, Canada.
When an area will be utilized to produce wind-powered energy, usually multiple
wind turbines are arranged in an array known as a wind farm. Due to land constraints,
wind farms must be efficiently arranged to maximize energy output and allotted
space. However, wind direction is variable since the atmospheric boundary layer
is heavily influenced by season, time of day, weather, and terrain. This variation
results in instances where wind direction aligns along columns of turbines within the
wind farm. This causes the upstream turbine wakes to interact with the inlet flow
field of downstream turbines. These turbine wakes are produced by the extraction
of kinetic energy from the wind, resulting in regions of reduced kinetic energy and
momentum advecting downstream of the turbine. When upstream wakes align with
downstream turbines, the downstream turbines have less available kinetic energy for
power production. Wake/turbine interactions can result in a wind farm efficiency loss
of up to 40% [18].
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To combat this issue, the concept of wake steering has been proposed. Wake
steering is the intentional misalignment of the upstream turbine to a less efficient
orientation. This off-design condition introduces a deflection in the produced wake,
which can allow the manipulation of upstream wakes such that they are diverted away
from downstream turbines with the objective of sacrificing the upstream turbine efficiency to improve overall wind farm efficiency during conditions when the wind is
aligned with the turbine column [18]. One method used to investigate wind turbine behavior is scale modeling, e.g. through small-scale wind-tunnel studies. This
approach has been used to for various investigations, such as wind turbine blade
optimization and wake meander studies [19, 20]. While scale modeling provides a
controlled experimental method of studying wind turbines, the Reynolds number of
the full-scale turbines is extremely challenging to reproduce in a conventional wind
tunnel [21–23].
In the case of wake steering, it is even more difficult to match the Reynolds
number, and scaled rotation rate of the turbine, and important parameters related to
realistic wind farm operation, such as the layout of a wind farm and accurate scaling
of the atmospheric boundary layer turbulence. Hence, effective study of wind turbine
wake behavior, particularly wind turbine wake steering, is best performed on full-scale
turbines in the field. However, measurement approaches capable of resolving full-scale
turbine wakes in detail are still somewhat limited. This motivates the experimental
approach to the study of wind turbine wakes using unmanned aerial vehicles.

1.3

Motivation and Objective

Although individual wind turbines are currently close to their theoretical maximum efficiency (i.e. the Betz limit [16]), wind farms are still operating below their
maximum capacity. Hence, further advancements in wind energy can potentially be
found through improved understanding of wind turbine wakes and the physics that
surround them. Wake steering offers one potential avenue for improving overall wind
farm efficiency. However, existing full-scale wake steering studies have largely been
implemented without direct measurement of the wake trajectories. While turbine
power outputs can be monitored to determine if wake steering has an effect on efficiency, measuring the wake allows for verification that the wake was successfully
steered and can provide a better understanding of steered wake physics [18].
Unmanned aerial vehicles could provide an effective approach to determine these
trajectories on full-scale wind farms and better understand the relationship between
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wind conditions and turbine yaw angle. The focus of this study is therefore to assess
the feasibility of using UAVs for wind turbine wake investigations, and develop data
analysis approaches that can be used to better understand wind turbine wake physics.
In this regard, the work detailed in this thesis addresses multiple objectives using
a week-long intensive observing period (IOP) conducted at an operational wind farm.
These experiments consisted of multiple semi-autonomous UAVs equipped with atmospheric sensors flying simultaneously in different patterns and configurations within
the region downstream of two 93 m diameter HAWTs. Three experiments were conducted. The first was a morning transition experiment, which measured the wake
properties as the atmospheric boundary layer developed in order to assess the tools
and techniques used to extract turbine wake information and provide an assessment of
unsteady wind turbine wake wandering, or meandering. The second experiment was
conducted to measure the effects of wake steering on both upstream and downstream
turbines. The final experiment was conducted with the UAVs flying in formation to
measure the effects of wake steering using an unsteered baseline turbine for comparison. The bulk of this thesis addresses the analysis of these experiments, with the goal
of developing the data analysis approaches and tools, as well as allowing determination of the feasibility of UAVs as an effective tool to accurately capture wind turbine
wake behavior.
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

General Atmospheric Boundary Layer Characteristics

Understanding the atmospheric boundary layer is essential when discussing the
physics of wind turbine wakes. Wind turbines occupy the lowest portion of the ABL
and the flow around them is therefore directly impacted by its behavior. The atmospheric boundary layer only takes up the bottom portion of the troposphere, typically
ranging from a couple hundred meters above Earth’s surface to a few kilometers [3].
The atmosphere above the ABL is typically referred to as the free atmosphere. The
ABL is heavily influenced by surface forcings such as flow alteration due to terrain
and vegetation, heat transfer to and from the surface, as well as the presence of moisture and other contaminants. These forcing are driven by the diurnal solar cycle, as
well as meso-scale and synoptic-scale weather systems [3].
One of the main characteristics of the atmospheric boundary layer is diurnal variation, which results from a rise of temperature of the ground [3]. The temperature
rise is due to solar radiation absorption by the ground as the day progresses causing it
to warm and transfer heat to the surrounding air, increasing the air temperature, and
causing it to decrease in density at the surface. This introduces buoyant forcing of the
air, with corresponding shear and turbulence production within the ABL. Its increase,
or decrease, correlates with the progression of the diurnal cycle. Along with buoyant
production of turbulence, additional turbulence production can be introduced by the
forcing induced by air flow within the boundary layer due to mean wind and internal
waves. Such transport processes on the boundary layer tend to evolve on a timescale
of approximately one hour [3].
Due to the sign of the density gradients created by the surface heating, the ABL
tends to be stable during the night and energetic during the day. As the sun rises,
boundary layer transition from stable to turbulent can be observed [3]. This transition
is convectively driven and results in what is referred to as the mixed layer (ML). When
clouds are scarce, increased solar radiation absorbed by the ground contributes to the
development of strong thermals of warm air. These thermals rise and initiate severe
mixing within the ML, increasing its depth. Specifically, this growth is produced
as the ML mixes in less-turbulent air from above the layer, which is referred to as
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entrainment. Entrainment continues throughout the day until late afternoon when
the ML reaches its maximum depth. Besides its contribution to ML growth, the
entrainment zone acts as a ceiling to the rising thermals produced by surface heating
and bounds the turbulence produced by surface forcing [3]. As the sun begins to set,
turbulence begins to decay as buoyant turbulence production eases. As a result, a
new layer emerges in the now nocturnal ABL known as the residual layer [3]. This
layer retains passive tracers, such as moisture and pollutants, from the previous day’s
ML due to impartially stratified turbulence. Furthermore, beneath the residual layer
a stable boundary layer (SBL) forms as the night progresses, formed as air near the
surface is cooled and increases in density. While the SBL is significantly calmer than
the ML, it still experiences instability in the form of weak, sporadic turbulence and the
development of the nocturnal jet. This phenomenon is described by supergeostophic
wind gusts that produce wind shear and cause quick episodes of turbulence. In the
SBL, a nocturnal jet is primarily observed higher above the ground, with low winds
typically observed near the ground [3],

2.2

Wakes of Wind Turbines

A wind turbine operates by extracting kinetic energy from wind that passes
through the rotor disk [17, 18, 24, 25]. This creates a region of low-momentum,
turbulent flow downstream of the turbine, which is known as a wake. The wake that
forms behind the turbine can be split into the near wake and far wake flow fields
[16, 24]. The near wake is influenced by rotor geometry and inflow wind conditions,
while the far wake is heavily affected by environmental factors, such as surface features and the presence of other turbine wakes [24]. The structure of the wake contains
helical features due to the tip vortices generated by the rotor blades at the edge of
the wake [16, 24]. Additionally, a root vortex forms behind the rotor axis and follows a linear path [16, 24]. As the helical vortex structure moves further from the
turbine into the far wake region, the vortices begin to breakdown into smaller scale
turbulence, or eddies [24].
Using a global approach, the extraction of kinetic energy from the wind by a wind
turbine can be modeled as an actuator disk [16, 24, 26, 27]. The actuator disk model
exerts a force on the wind flow, FT , which disturbs the wind causing it to travel
around the disk and slow down [24]. However, the rotor is not a solid disk, so some
fluid elements pass through the rotor area and lose kinetic energy [24]. This results
in a velocity decrease directly behind the rotor disk, which is denoted as ud . The
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energy extracted by the wind turbine can be determined by
1
E = m(u2∞ − u2w )
2

(2.1)

where m is mass of air which passes through the disk, u∞ is the free-stream, or
undisturbed velocity upstream of the turbine, and uw is the velocity of the downstream
wake, which is decreased from ud due to pressure recovery of the wake [24, 27]. The
power, P , can then be given by the extracted energy per unit time
1
P = ṁ(u2∞ − u2w )
2

(2.2)

where ṁ is the mass flow rate through the disk defined as
ṁ = ρAd ud .

(2.3)

The density of the air is ρ and Ad is the swept area of the rotors. For example
Ad = 1/4πD2 for a HAWT where D is the diameter of the rotor disk. Alternatively,
power can also be calculated from the product of ud and the thrust force exerted on
the flow stream as
P = FT ud
(2.4)
where FT can be found from
FT = ṁ(u∞ − uw ).

(2.5)

To maximize FT the rotor disk would need to be impermeable, which would cause
ud = 0 and no power to be generated. Alternatively, if ud is at its maximum, u∞ ,
the rotor disk would have to be completely permeable, which would result in FT = 0
and no power generation. Thus, there must be an optimal combination of Ud and FT
for maximizing turbine efficiency. This has been determined to be when uw is 31 u∞
[16, 27]. Thus, the maximum power coefficient
Cp =

P
1
ρu3∞ Ad
2

(2.6)

can be calculated to be approximately 0.59 [16, 24, 26, 27]. This means that the
maximum amount of wind energy that a wind turbine can convert into mechanical
energy is 59% [16, 24, 26, 27]. This is known as the Betz Limit and was introduced in
1919 by Albert Betz [27]. The actuator disk theory assumes simple, one-dimensional
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flow through a stream tube and neglects the complex geometry of wind turbine blades.
It therefore corresponds to a theoretical limit for a realistic turbine efficiency, i.e. one
where the average velocity of air in the wake is 13 u∞ .
Ultimately, the near wake region can be observed up to approximately one to two
rotor diameters downstream depending on how turbulent the atmospheric boundary
layer is [24, 25]. One predominant feature within the near wake is the presence of
tip and hub vortices, as well as a hub wake. For example, when considering a single
turbine blade, it can be determined that the lift force generated by the blade is a
result of a bound vortex [24, 28]. This lift is a response to the pressure difference
created between the upper and lower side of the blade [24, 28]. The same pressure
difference at the tip of the blades causes tip vortices to form [24, 28]. The tip vortices
experience a decrease in diameter closer to the rotor due to vortex stretching from
the expanding wake before increasing in diameter due to viscous effects downstream.
A horseshoe vortex is formed from the bound vortex and tip vortices, which closes
further downstream. This vortex system rotates in the opposite direction of the rotor
for the case of wind turbines. Due to this rotation, the tip vortices form a helical path
behind the rotor. Furthermore, the root vortex is formed at the hub of the turbine
due to vortex forming at the root of the turbine blade and forms a system that also
rotates in the opposite direction of the turbine [24].
Past the near wake region, is the region referred to as the far wake. In the far wake,
the differences in velocity of the air inside the wake region and outside of the wake
region create a velocity shear [24]. This shear promotes the production of turbulence
within the wake, which cause the wake to thicken due to increased entrainment,
both laterally and vertically, as it moves downstream [24, 28]. While early studies
suggested an axisymmetric Gaussian distribution of the mean velocity deficit within
the wake, later studies determined that influence from the ground and shear layer
cause the mean flow profile to lose its Gaussian shape [24, 28]. Furthermore, the
wake recovers as the turbulence within the wake entrains more high momentum fluid
[24, 25, 28]. This rate at which a wake recovers is larger in boundary layers that
exhibit more intense turbulence, which explains the faster wake recovery observed for
turbine wakes in more turbulent boundary layers compared to more stable boundary
layers [28].
One of the most common statistics used to quantify turbulence in the wind energy field is streamwise turbulence intensity I = hu02 i1/2 /hui [28]. Here [u, v, w] will
describe the Cartesian components of velocity, with the [x, y, z] coordinate system
aligned with x in the direction of the mean wind. In addition, the angle brackets, hi
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will denote a mean quantity and u0 will be the difference between the instantaneous
velocity component and mean velocity component, i.e. u0 = u − hui. High streamwise
turbulence intensity with respect to the turbine inlet flow is observed in the far wake
region [28]. This turbulence intensity is more prevalent in the upper portions of the
wake, while scarce in the lower portions due to damping by the presence of the ground
through the no-slip condition [28]. The turbulence intensity from the turbine can be
described by
p
(2.7)
∆I = Iw2 − I 2
where Iw is the streamwise turbulence intensity within the wake and I 2 that within
the surrounding boundary layer. At the transition of the wake from near to far, the
turbine turbulence intensity reaches a maximum before decaying downstream [28].
Another important turbulence quantity is turbulence momentum flux, or Reynolds
shear stresses (hu02 i, hv 02 i, hw02 i, hu0 v 0 i, hu0 w0 i, and hv 0 w0 i). These quantities comprise
the unique components of the Reynolds stress tensor, and describe the second order
moments of the turbulent fluctuations. In wind turbine wakes, the Reynolds stresses
(and hence turbulence intensity) are typically higher at the edges of the wakes where
the velocity shear, and hence turbulence production, is at its maximum [28]. As a
quantification of the magnitude of the turbulent fluctuations, the turbulence kinetic
energy

1
hu02 i + hv 02 i + hw02 i
(2.8)
k=
2
provides a scalar quantity containing information, which can be interpreted for information on how energetic turbulent structures move and form within the wake [28].
Another phenomenon of wind turbine wake behavior is wake meandering. Wake
meandering refers to the unsteady motion of a wake relative to its time-averaged
trajectory [28]. These oscillations tend to increase in amplitude as the wake travels
downstream into the far wake region. Wake meandering has increasingly become the
focus of research due to its impact on turbines located along the wake path, as it can
affect the performance and operating condition of the downstream turbines and hence
the wind farm. Particularly, wake meandering can increase fatigue and yaw loads on
the turbine as the wake oscillates in and out of the turbine plane [19, 24]. Conversely,
wake meandering can also reduce mean wake deficit, which leads to greater power
generation [24]. It has been found that the wake meandering is not dependent on
wind turbine operating conditions despite its sensitivity to the inflow conditions [28].
Past experimentation and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) have been used to determine two driving causes of wake meandering for wind turbines, which are large
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turbulent eddies in the ABL and shear layer instability [29]. These studies have
shown that the turbulent eddies in the turbine inflow must be significantly larger
than the rotor diameter to induce meandering [28] as it was found that meandering
does not appear at all for integral length scales in the inflow smaller than the turbine
rotor diameter [29]. It has also been observed that lateral meanders occur much more
often than their vertical counterpart. The current hypothesis behind this behavior
is that very-large-scale coherent motions in the ABL are driving the meandering as
these motions also tend to meander laterally, which rationalizes the reduced frequency
of vertical meanders observed [28].
In addition to this extrinsic mechanism, wind turbine wakes can also experience
wake meandering due to intrinsic shear layer instability which can introduce KelvinHelmholtz vortex shedding [29]. Early experimental wake meandering studies observed low frequency motion in cases with and without turbulence in the free-stream
[24, 29] and found that it could be described using a Strouhal number [24, 29, 30]
St = fs D/u∞

(2.9)

where fs is the frequency of the meandering and D is the HAWT disk diameter. It
was determined that the Strouhal number for wake meandering was close to that of
a wake formed by a solid, circular disk, which confirmed that wind turbine vortex
shedding could be treated similarly to that of a bluff body. Furthermore, it was
discovered that not only the thrust of the turbine influenced this mode of the wake
meandering, but also the tip-speed ratio (the ratio of the velocity of the rotor tips to
u∞ ) [29].
One method being investigated to optimize wind farm power generation is wake
steering, or a purposeful yaw misalignment to adjust the trajectory of the wake downstream. Wind farms typically arrange wind turbines in columns that are widely spaced
to reduce impact on the downstream turbines from upstream wakes. However, when
the wind aligns in the direction parallel of a column of turbines, the spacing between
the next turbine is at its minimum. Due to this, the inflow of downstream turbines is
disturbed by the upstream turbine’s wake, reducing the amount of usable energy in
the wind, which reduces the power output of the downstream turbine. When considering the health of an entire wind farm, these power losses compound and contribute
to total farm efficiency degradations of up to 40% [18].
While wind turbines are capable of measuring wind direction and yawing to face
that direction, there is usually some small amount of offset yaw angle due to time-
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dependent variations in wind direction [24]. When the inflow is yawed relative to the
turbine, the wind turbine will experience some amount of blade fatigue and ultimately
operate less efficiently. Yawed inflow also results in a skewed, or unsymmetrical wake
[24]. When a wake is skewed, the wake behind the rotor is deflected off the centerline of
the rotor based on the inflow yaw angle. This observed open-loop behavior motivates
the possibility of intentionally yawing turbines in a closed-control loop to manipulate
the wake position [24].
Wake steering has been thoroughly studied by LES and wind tunnel experiments
[31]. One quantitative study investigated wake steering assuming a porous disk model
of the turbine [32]. It was determined that the asymmetric shape of the wake must
be considered when steering the wake because it directly affects intersection with
downstream turbines [32]. An experimental wind tunnel study using hot wire sensors
also confirmed the ability to deflect wakes by yawing the wind turbine [33]. The
study also picked up a low frequency fluctuation from the spectra that agrees with
the vortex shedding assumption previously discussed [33]. Another wind tunnel study
explored the effect of wake steering on the power outputs and loads of upstream and
downstream turbines [34]. Combined power outputs increased from 3.5-11% based
on the turbulence level of the inflow and turbine spacing. This power increase came
at the cost of higher yaw moments on the turbines.
Wake steering is now starting to be studied in field experimentation. Wind farms
are already beginning to be analyzed and designed using wake steering engineering
models via a software repository known as FLOw Redirection and Induction in Steady
State (FLORIS) [31]. Before wake steering can be fully embraced as a method of wind
farm optimization, an adequate amount of field testing must be completed because
it not only provides a greater understanding of wake steering, but it also allows for
the verification of current wake steering models [31]. In one study conducted at an
offshore wind farm, wake steering was implemented based on the FLORIS model [35].
The experiment yielded a successful power increase of a turbine array, which closely
matched the anticipated results via the model [35]. Another study using a single wind
turbine measured the wake with lidar scans and a meteorological tower to test yaw
misalignment for the purposes of wake steering [36]. Again, this study also produced
agreeable results based on a FLORIS prediction [36]. Recently wake steering field
experiments on a Canadian wind farm reported power increases of 7-13% for site
average wind speeds [18]. Reduced variability in power generation of the wind farm
was also reported up to 72% [18]. Another recent wake steering field study using a
portion of a commercial wind farm reported a 14% power increase of the downstream
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turbine and a 4% power increase between both the upstream and downstream turbine
[31]. Notably, there is still little field experimentation detailing the trajectories of the
wakes undergoing wake steering. This then motivates the current study.
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Chapter 3

Experiment Description
This study set out to measure wake statistics of full-scale operational wind turbines during an atmospheric boundary layer morning transition from stable to ML
conditions, and during wake steering in ML conditions. The field study was conducted by the University of Kentucky in cooperation with the University of Windsor,
who coordinated site access and conducted a simultaneous study of the stresses experienced by the wind turbine tower. The University of Kentucky conducted the wake
measurements using UAVs, and hence a secondary objective of this study was investigating the viability of UAVs as a wind turbine wake research platform. This chapter
discusses the aircraft used to collect the measurements, describes the test site, and
details the flight plans regarding the three days of testing.

3.1

Description of Aircraft

To perform the multiple wind turbine wake studies, the University of Kentucky
utilized three semi-autonomous UAVs optimized for horizontal transects. Each UAV
was modified from a Skywalker X8 foam airframe to accommodate additional instrumentation and structural components. This fixed-wing aircraft (Figure 3.1) was
driven by a single propeller and brushless electric motor. The wings were reinforced
with carbon fiber spars and the aircraft belly protected with a Kevlar landing skid.
These 2.1 m wingspan aircraft were launched into the air by a bungee catapult system and skid landed. During the campaign, the aircraft achieved flight times of
approximately 30 minutes at a cruise speed of 20 m/s. This UAV configuration was
developed by the University of Kentucky and is referred to as the Boundary Layer
Unmanned Experiment for the Characterization of Atmospheric Turbulence generation five (BLUECAT5) [10, 37–41] The specific BLUECAT5 UAV used in this field
study were BCT5E, BCT5F, and BCT5G.
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Figure 3.1: The modified Skywalker X8 used as part of the University of Kentucky’s
BLUECAT5 configuration featuring a suite of sensors optimized for horizontal profiles.
The BLUECAT5 UAV platform was able to operate semi-autonomously using
a 3DR Pixhawk autopilot using an external GPS, compass, and an airspeed sensor
for navigation and flight control. The airspeed sensor was a 30 cm pitot-static tube
mounted out the front of the aircraft that provided the true air speed information to
the autopilot [38]. The GPS with compass was mounted at the top of the aircraft
away from other components that could cause interference. The position and ground
velocity were provided by this 3DR uBlox GPS with compass [37].
A separate suite of instrumentation was used to measure the atmospheric properties independent of the airframe’s navigation systems. For this reason, a VN-300
produced by VectorNav was used to capture the six degree-of-freedom position, velocity, and GPS information. Without the use of magnetic sensors, the VN-300 is able
to provide a heading accuracy of 0.3◦ and pitch/roll accuracy of 0.1◦ with a ground
velocity accuracy of ±0.05 m/s. This information was sampled at 200 Hz using a
Raspberry Pi 3 model B for data logging through a serial data stream. The Raspberry Pi also sampled the serial data from an International Met Systems iMet-XQ
sensor used to measure the temperature, pressure, and humidity of the atmosphere.
The sensor was mounted at the top of the aircraft and shielded from solar radiation
by a 3D-printed cover while allowing its temperature-measuring thermistor to remain
exposed to airflow. The iMet-XQ measures temperature with an accuracy of ±0.3 ◦ C
and a resolution of 0.01 ◦ C. Pressure is measured with an accuracy of ±1.5 hPa. The
iMet-XQ’s humidity sensor can provide a full 0-100% RH range with a ±5% accuracy
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and a resolution of 0.7% RH. Furthermore, the iMet-XQ provides this information at
a sample rate of 1 Hz [38].
To capture the velocity vector of the air relative to the aircraft a custom-made
five-hole probe, capable of measuring three components of velocity, was mounted to
the nose of the aircraft. Specifically, the probe extended 18 cm past the nose of
the aircraft to minimize flow interference in the measurements from the airframe.
The probe was constructed using carbon fiber tubing and a machined, aluminum tip.
Each of the five holes in the tip correspond to a pneumatic tube that leads down the
interior of the carbon fiber tube and connect to a TE Connectivity 4515-DS5A002DP
differential pressure transducer featuring a 0.5 kPa range, with the reference pressure
provided by the static port on the pitot-static tube. The five pressure transducers
were arranged on a transducer board where the analog signal outputs were digitized
with a data acquisition system. For this process, a MCC-DAQ USB-1608FS-PLUS
data acquisition system was used to digitize the data at 400 Hz and 16-bit resolution
[37, 38]. Each five-hole probe’s directional response was calibrated in a 0.6 m × 0.6
m wind tunnel using a standard calibration technique used to determine the three
components of velocity relative to the probe [42] and the wind components relative
to the ground determined using standard approaches developed for manned aircraft
[4].
To quantify ABL conditions during the wake measurements, vertical profiles of
temperature, pressure, and relative humidity were taken using a DJI S1000 octocopter, hereafter referred to as the S1000. This aircraft is depicted in Figure 3.2. Using
a 3DR Pixhawk autopilot, the S1000 was also able to operate in a semi-autonomous
fashion. The ascent and descent rate of 1 m/s for the vertical profiles yielded a flight
time of approximately 20 minutes. An iMet-XQ sensor collected the temperature,
pressure, and relative humidity measurements and were again sampled at 1 Hz. The
sensor was mounted under a rotor of the aircraft and placed in a protective housing
to minimize solar radiation impact [10, 38].
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Figure 3.2: The modified DJI S1000 octocopter used to measure reference conditions
via vertical profiles.
The wind speed and direction were measured via an R.M Young, USA, model
81000 ultrasonic anemometer. The Young 8100 anemometer was mounted in the
center above the rotor plane on the S1000 and features a measurement volume of
0.55 m. Wind speeds of up to 40 m/s at a resolution of 0.01 m/s and an accuracy
of ±0.05 m/s are able to be measured by this instrument. The velocity and sonic
temperature analog outputs were digitized at 70 Hz by a 16-bit analog-to-digital
converter controlled by an Arduino mini computer[38].
Additionally, two TriSonica Mini Wind and Weather Sensors were attached via
two boom arms on opposite sides of the aircraft outside the rotor plane of the DJI
S1000. The TriSonica weighs a total of 50 g and is contained in a 9.1 cm × 9.1 cm ×
5.2 cm volume. Wind speed can be measured from a range of 0-50 m/s at a resolution
of 0.1 m/s and an accuracy of ±0.1 m/s from 0-10 m/s, an accuracy of ±1% from
11-30 m/s, and an accuracy of ±2% from 31-50 m/s. Wind direction can be measured
for a full 360◦ of the horizontal plane with a ±30◦ z range at a resolution of 1◦ and
an accuracy of ±1◦ .

3.2

Test Site

The field experiments were conducted at Kruger Energy’s Port Alma wind farm
in Ontario, Canada. The wind farm is located just south of Chatham-Kent near the
northern shore of Lake Erie. The geographical features of the local area are predom-
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inantly flat, agricultural farmland. The turbines of interest were identified as T3 and
T4. Both wind turbines are identical in specification and impact from surrounding
geographical surface features. The two turbines were spaced approximately 380 m
apart and located 920 m perpendicularly to the next column of turbines.
The T3 and T4 wind turbines at the Port Alma wind farm were Siemens 2.3 MW
Mark II wind turbines. Each of the three blades on a turbine is 45 m long giving the
turbine a 93 m rotor diameter including the nacelle. The hub height of each turbine is
z = 80 m above ground level (AGL). The cut-in wind speed is 4 m/s and the cut-out
speed is 25 m/s. These turbines also feature pitch regulation, which allows the pitch
angle to be altered to produce nearly constant power within the cut-in and cut-out
wind speed. Nominal wind speed for these turbines is typically 13-14 m/s and each
is rated for a synchronous speed of 1500 rpm.

3.3

Description of Procedures and Flight Plans

During the field campaign, three days were allotted to IOPs. Each of the three
IOPs had a different objective and required a different set of flight plans and operations. Ground control of the UAVs was conducted through Mission Planner software,
which was also used to set a desired, autonomous flight path using way-point following navigation conducted by the autopilot’s flight controller. Each aircraft was
constantly monitored through Mission Planner by a ground controller and visually
by a remote pilot to ensure desired airspeed, altitude and trajectory were maintained
for the duration of the flight. The UAV pilots also temporarily controlled the aircraft
manually during aircraft launch and recovery. Data recorded from each flight was
recovered from onboard systems and stored on a portable hard drive immediately
following landing before preparing the aircraft for its next flight.
Unless noted otherwise, a Cartesian coordinate system will be used throughout
this thesis, with x aligned in the direction of the mean wind, z in the vertical direction,
and y orthogonal to these two axes. Mean wind direction was determined by averaging
the wind vector measured over the course of a flight using a wake-free segment of the
flight trajectory.
3.3.1

Boundary Layer Transition Experiments

On July 23rd, 2019, the University of Kentucky collected wind wake measurements
from T3 and T4 during the morning evolution of the atmospheric boundary layer. The
three aircraft used for this experiment were BCT5F, BCT5G, and the S1000. Both
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BCT5s flew racetrack-like patterns at z = 80 m AGL to measure horizontal transects
of the wake at hub height. BCT5G flew just downstream of T4 while BCT5F flew
just downstream of T3. These flight paths were positioned so that the straight, long
portion of the pass was nearly perpendicular to the wind direction. The S1000 was
positioned to fly vertical profiles up to z = 150 m AGL upstream of T4. The flight
paths for the three aircraft used in this study are displayed in Figure 3.3. Flights
took place over the course of the morning from 7:19 EDT until 11:52 EDT with winds
predominantly coming from the NorthWest. Overall, five flights were conducted over
the morning using the BCT5 aircraft and nine flights were conducted with the S1000.
Details of the experiment are provided in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Experiment overview for the July 23rd atmospheric boundary layer transition flights including flight times and mean wind direction.
Flight
Flight
Flight
Flight
Flight

1
2
3
4
5

7:19
8:17
9:21
10:05
11:23

Flight Time
AM - 7:50 AM EDT
AM - 8:44 AM EDT
AM - 9:59 AM EDT
AM - 10:36 AM EDT
AM - 11:52 AM EDT

Mean Wind Direction
Northwest - 330◦
Northwest - 310◦
Northwest - 300◦
Northwest - 290◦
Northwest - 320◦
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T4 Yaw Angle
Not Yawed
Not Yawed
Not Yawed
Not Yawed
Not Yawed

T4 Transects
23
20
20
23
23

T3 Transects
14
19
17
18
14

Figure 3.3: Overview of boundary layer transition experiment from July 23rd using
satellite view of test site with locations of T3 and T4 shown as pink boxes and with
S1000 vertical profiling location also indicated using blue circle. Approximate wind
direction for Flights 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of boundary layer transition measurements
are indicated by blue, red, green, orange, and black colored arrows respectively with
corresponding flight paths of BCT5 aircraft downstream of the turbines indicated
using the same color.
3.3.2

Wake Steering Experiments

The second experiment occurred on the following day of July 24th, 2019. For this
study, measurements were taken to investigate how wake steering affects wake trajectories and their interaction with downstream turbines and wakes. Again, BCT5G
was positioned downstream of T4 and BCT5F was positioned downstream of T3.
The BCT5 aircraft were also flown in racetrack patterns at z = 80 m AGL and positioned to be perpendicular to the wind direction. To improve upon the measurement
technique from the previous day, the BCT5 flight paths were lengthened to better
capture the wakes. The S1000 was positioned upstream of T4 to collect boundary
layer conditions via vertical flight profiles up to z = 150 m. Figure 3.4 provides the
flight paths for the three aircraft used. Northwesterly winds were experienced for the
duration of the flight, which directed the wake from T4 towards T3. Only T4 was
steered during each of the three BCT5 flights performed. These flights consisted of
experiments that were approximately 20 minutes long and conducted from 11 AM
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until 1 PM, which corresponded to ML conditions in the ABL. Further details of the
flights are provided in Table 3.2. To provide baseline conditions T4 was not yawed
for the first ten minutes, after which T4 was manually yawed for the latter portion
of each flight. T4 was steered +30◦ during Flight 1, −30◦ during Flight 2, and again
+30◦ during Flight 3. The turbine yaw angles correspond to the cardinal points in
degrees, and indicate the direction the turbine was facing. Note that the turbine yaw
was implemented manually by a wind farm technician and was implemented by determining the controller desired angle at the start of the steering period, then manually
keeping the turbine at ±30◦ from that initial desired angle for ten minutes during
which measurements were being taken.
Table 3.2: Experiment overview for the July 24th steering flights including flight
times and mean wind direction.
Flight 1
Flight 2
Flight 3

Flight Time
11:05 AM - 11:27 AM EDT
11:46 AM - 12:11 PM EDT
12:41 PM - 1:02 PM EDT

Mean Wind Direction
Northwest - 340◦
Northwest - 330◦
Northwest - 320◦

T4 Yaw Angle
+30◦
−30◦
+30◦

T4 Transects
13
14
11

T3 Transects
8
10
9

Figure 3.4: Overview of wake steering experiment from July 24th using satellite view
of test site with locations of T3 and T4 shown as pink boxes and with S1000 vertical
profiling location also indicated using blue circle. Approximate wind direction for
Flights 1, 2 and 3 are indicated by respective blue, red, and green colored arrows
with corresponding flight paths of BCT5 aircraft downstream of the turbines indicated
using the same color.
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3.3.3

Wake Steering Measurements at Multiple Altitudes Using
Formation Flight

The final experiment was conducted on July 26th, 2019, which investigated how
wake steering affects wake trajectories using three aircraft flying the same path in
a vertically stacked formation. For this case, BCT5E, BCT5F, and BCT5G were
utilized to measure horizontal transects through the wake flow fields of both T3 and
T4. The initial wind direction was perpendicular to the T3/T4 column, allowing the
flight path to be designed to take wake measurements downstream of both turbines,
thereby utilizing T3 as the baseline, unsteered, turbine and T4 as the controlled,
steered, turbine. The three aircraft flew in a vertical formation, where BCT5E flew
at z = 60 m AGL, BCT5F flew at z = 80 m AGL, and BCT5G flew at z = 100
m AGL. Using a leader-fixed formation-control algorithm, BCT5F acted as the lead
aircraft and led the other two in the vertical formation [43, 44]. The algorithm allows
the aircraft to communicate with each other and converge on the specified relative
position of the leader, as well as the other agents [43, 44]. Middle-loop controllers
were used to determine what pitch, roll, and throttle commands should be issued
to the agents based on the leader [43, 44]. An additional Raspberry Pi 3 model B
was installed on the BCT5 aircraft to run the algorithm. For the duration of the
two flights, T3 was manually yawed +30◦ after the aircraft had assumed formation.
While the three BC5T flew their flight pattern, the S1000 simultaneously flew vertical
profiles up to z = 150 m AGL to measure atmospheric conditions near T4. The flight
paths used in this experiment are displayed in Figure 3.5. Westerly winds were
experienced during the first flight, and shifted to a southwesterly wind for the second
flight. An overview of the experiment details is provided in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Experiment overview for the July 26th formation wake steering flights
including flight times and mean wind direction.
Flight 1
Flight 2

Flight Time
11:15 AM - 12:12 PM EDT
12:28 PM - 1:09 PM EDT

Mean Wind Direction
West - 260◦
Southwest- 190◦
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T4 Yaw Angle
+30◦
+30◦

T4 and T3 Transects
5
5

Figure 3.5: Overview of wake steering experiment conducted on July 26th using
satellite view of test site with locations of T3 and T4 shown as pink boxes and with
S1000 vertical profiling location also indicated using blue circle. Approximate wind
direction for Flights 1 and 2 are indicated by respective blue and red colored arrows
with corresponding flight paths of BCT5 aircraft downstream of the turbines indicated
using the same color.
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Chapter 4

Measurements of Wind Turbine Wake
Properties During Atmospheric Boundary
Layer Transition
This chapter presents results from the morning transition experiment. Specifically, the atmospheric boundary conditions, measured instantaneous wake profiles,
and wake trajectories will be reviewed. In addition, the analysis that was carried out
to process the collected data is expanded upon.

4.1

Boundary Layer Conditions

The atmospheric boundary layer conditions for the inflow of T4 were measured
using the S1000 flying vertical ascents and descents nearly continuously from 7:00
AM EDT to 11:30 AM EDT. With these measurements, the status of the ABL could
be tracked over the course of the morning, and thereby provide detailed information
on the inflow field for T4.
Figure 4.1(a) shows time-height plots of the the wind speed, U = (u2 + v 2 )1/2 ,
through a vertical range up to z = 150 m AGL during the measurement period.
During the earlier portion of the morning the wind velocity increased with altitude,
consistent with the minimal turbulent mixing of momentum during stable boundary
layer conditions. As the morning progressed, and the stable boundary layer transitioned into the mixed layer, the increased turbulent mixing resulted in a more uniform
wind speed profile, initiating at approximately 9:00 AM EDT. Winds at hub height,
z = 80 m, were initially low at 3 m/s, picking up throughout the morning reaching 5
m/s by 11:30 AM EDT.
Figure 4.1(b) shows the corresponding wind direction over the measurement period, using conventional meteorological wind direction. A change in wind direction
was experienced over the course of the morning measurements. While the wind at
hub height was predominantly from the North-West at 320◦ it varied about 60◦ at hub
height. This largest change in wind direction at hub height occurred during Flights 3
and 4, or between approximately 9:30 AM and 10:30 AM with a predominant shift to
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290◦ as also seen back in Figure 3.3. During the stable boundary layer period before
9:00 AM, there was a significant shift in wind direction, with winds near the surface
at 0◦ varying with z until approximately the hub height. Figures 4.1(a) and (b) indicate the presence of shear across the turbine blade disk during the earliest portions
of the measurement period. The low wind velocity at hub height is also below the
stated cut-in velocity for these turbines, although there was rotation in both T3 and
T4 during the entire measurement period.
The temperature, T , dependent on time and z is presented in Figure 4.1(c). Initially, stable conditions are evident, with cooler temperatures near the surface. However, as the morning progressed and radiative heating warmed the ground, the surface
temperature rose approximately 4.5◦ C removing this inversion. The unstable gradients later in the morning indicate the presence of buoyant production of turbulence,
which would lead to the increase in wind velocity as higher momentum air from higher
altitudes is mixed towards the surface, with a simultaneous increase in turbulent kinetic energy, which will be discussed later.
Finally, Figure 4.1 (d) shows the change in relative humidity profiles RH over
the course of the morning. Generally comfortable RH conditions were present, with
RH < 70% throughout the morning, decreasing with the increasing temperature
throughout the morning. Interestingly, an increase in near-surface RH was measured
between 8:00 AM and 9:00 AM, which corresponded to a similar decrease in nearsurface wind speed. This suggests a singular mixing event where near-surface air is
transported upward into the boundary layer.
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Figure 4.1: Time-height plots of (a) wind speed; (b) wind direction; (c) temperature;
and (d) relative humidity measured by S1000 aircraft on morning of July 23rd.

4.2

Instantaneous Wake Profiles

Horizontal transects through the wakes of both T3 and T4 at hub height, z =
80 m AGL, were conducted throughout the morning using BCT5F and BCT5G,
respectively. For each transect, the wake of the turbine was captured by the aircraft’s
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five-hole probe at 400 hz as it flew downstream of the turbine, resulting in many
near-instantaneous measurements of the wake for each flight. These measurements
provide insight on the behavior of the wind turbine wakes over the course of the
morning transition of the atmospheric boundary layer.
After the initial data processing to align the sample rates of the measurement systems and to filter out frequencies caused by aircraft movement [40], the resulting wind
velocities measured by the aircraft were available as a function of aircraft location.
An xy plane coordinate system rotation was then applied, shown in Figure 4.2, to
rotate the x-axis in the direction of the mean wind determined from a portion of each
flight profile where there was no evidence of the presence of a wake. The magnitude
of the wind in this portion of the flight profile is identified as u0 , to distinguish the the
hub-height wind magnitude from the uniform wind velocity u∞ previously identified
as the free-stream velocity in blade actuator disk theory. An additional translation
of the coordinate system, shown in Figure 4.3, was conducted such that y = 0 was
located at the center of each wake profile using wake centers that were manually
located by careful selection. As per Figure 3.3, each aircraft transected the wake
at two points, which will be referred to as the upstream and downstream transects.
For T4, the upstream and downstream transects were conducted approximately 1D
and 2.5D from the turbine, whereas the T3 upstream and downstream transects were
conducted approximately 1.5D and 3.5D from the turbine.

Figure 4.2: Coordinate system rotation to isolate the magnitude of the wind velocity
in one direction (xy). This gives the lateral width of the wake on the vertical axis
and the distance downstream on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 4.3: Depiction of a wake velocity profile after the coordinate rotation was
applied where the center of the wake is marked at Y /D=0.
The instantaneous wake profiles for the upstream and downstream transects measured by each of the two aircraft throughout the morning are shown in Figures 4.4
through 4.8. The lateral length of the pass displayed on the horizontal axis was normalized by the rotor diameter D = 93 m for both wind turbines, where the approximate length of a pass was 6D. The wind velocity displayed on the vertical axis was
normalized by u0 . The wakes are approximately 2D wide and appear stronger (with
lower hui/u0 values) in the upstream measurements compared to the downstream
measurements due to the wake’s diffusion and recovery as it moves downstream. It
is observed that as the morning progresses and the ABL transitions, the wake becomes less consistent and recovers faster. Specifically, the shape of the wake appears
more irregular and the mean wind experiences a greater range of fluctuation. This
is expected to be a response to the increase of turbulent kinetic energy in the ABL,
which will be discussed further. One additional observation can be made regarding
why the wake profiles are more irregular in Figure 4.4 compared to Figure 4.5 despite
them occurring earlier in the morning. This is expected to be due to the high wind
shear that was likely caused by the large change in wind direction experienced during
Flight 1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4: Instantaneous wake structure measured during Flight 1, conducted from
7:19 AM EDT to 7:50 AM EDT. Each line indicates a single transect from: (a)
upstream pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3; (c) downstream pass of T4; and (d)
downstream pass of T3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5: Instantaneous wake structure measured during Flight 2, conducted from
8:17 AM EDT to 8:44 AM EDT. Each line indicates a single transect from: (a)
upstream pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3; (c) downstream pass of T4; and (d)
downstream pass of T3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: Instantaneous wake structure measured during Flight 3, conducted from
9:21 AM EDT to 9:59 AM EDT. Each line indicates a single transect from: (a)
upstream pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3; (c) downstream pass of T4; and (d)
downstream pass of T3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: Instantaneous wake structure measured during Flight 4, conducted from
10:05 AM EDT to 10:36 AM EDT. Each line indicates a single transect from: (a)
upstream pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3; (c) downstream pass of T4; and (d)
downstream pass of T3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.8: Instantaneous wake structure measured during Flight 5, conducted from
11:23 AM EDT to 11:52 AM EDT. Each line indicates a single transect from: (a)
upstream pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3; (c) downstream pass of T4; and (d)
downstream pass of T3.
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4.3

Means and Turbulence

To determine averaged statistics of the wakes measured during each flight, averaging was conducted using a bin averaging approach. In this approach, the instantaneous transects, with y = 0 at the wake centerline, were divided into ∆y = 5 m
regions, or bins. The measured values of u, v, w measured within each bin throughout
an entire flight then formed an ensemble of values for statistical analysis, with the
statistics free of meandering effects due to the re-centering process. Here, the average
streamwise velocity hui and k = 0.5(hu02 i + hv 02 i + hw02 i) are presented for each bin
along the y-axis for each flight.
The hui profiles are shown in Figure 4.9 for each flight and provide an overall
description of the evolution of the wakes during the morning. Just as previously
presented figures, the wind velocities of these wake profiles were normalized by that
respective flight’s mean wind speed and the lateral length of the wake was normalized
by the turbine diameter D. The averaged wakes depict a similar profile shape among
all five flights for each respective measurement position. Considering the T4 wake was
measured closer to the turbine by approximately 0.5D, a more defined wake can be
seen in both upstream and downstream cases for T4. The upstream T4 wake profiles
even show evidence of the hub wake, which can be seen in the center of the profiles
as an increase of 0.2-0.4 hui/u0 in Figure 4.9(a). The hub wake is generated because
the hub at the center of the rotor disk does not extract energy from the wind as
the turbine blades do. The hub wake is also captured in the upstream wake profiles
of T3, but not in each flight and in a much less defined manner due to the farther
measurement distance from the turbine. In addition, the downstream averaged wake
profiles show that the wake begins to recover as it moves downstream. A larger
difference between the wake recoveries of the upstream and downstream profiles of
the T3 wakes are observed due to a flight path that was further downstream from the
turbine.
Turbulent kinetic energy profiles were produced to study the turbulent kinetic
energy of the wake and its increase as the ABL mixes throughout the morning. The
horizontal profiles of k for the T4 and T3 wakes are shown in Figure 4.10. As expected,
k increased outside of the wakes as the morning progressed, which corresponds to the
expected transition of the ABL. There is a corresponding increase in k within the
wakes as well throughout the morning as this turbulent air is entrained in the wake.
Additional turbulence is also produced within the wake by its mean shear, appearing
in Figure 4.10 as large peaks of turbulent kinetic energy located at the wake edges,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9: hui profiles measured from the five flights conducted throughout the
evolution of the morning. Each line represents an averaged wake profile from 7:19
AM EDT to 7:50 AM EDT (blue), 8:17 AM EDT to 8:44 AM EDT (red), 9:21 AM
EDT to 9:59 AM EDT (green), 10:05 AM EDT to 10:36 AM EDT (orange), and 11:23
AM EDT to 11:52 AM EDT (black). Transect locations are as follows: (a) upstream
pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3; (c) downstream pass of T4; and (d) downstream
pass of T3.
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which tend to be at approximately -1 or 1 y/D. As the wake advects downstream, the
increased turbulence reduces the wake mean shear (Figure 4.9) reducing turbulence
production and re-distributing the turbulence within the wake, making wake features
more difficult to distinguish.

4.4

Wake Trajectories

Using the locations of the wake centers that were estimated by visual observation
from the near-instantaneous transect measurements, the locations of the wake from
each of the two turbines can be tracked in time to visualize the trajectories of the
wakes. Plots of the wake trajectories throughout the morning are shown in Figures
4.11 through 4.15. The upstream and downstream wake centers for both turbines
are plotted based on their measured [x, y] position, and the axes normalized by D.
Note that in these figures, the axis origin is centered on the T4 location. Due to
the coordinate rotation, the wind direction is aligned parallel with the horizontal
axis of the plots. With the center of the T4 was respective to 0 Y /D, dashed lines
indicate approximate bounds of the wake based on the typical wake width seen in
previous wake profile results (2D). This aids in the visualization of wake interaction
from T4 onto T3’s inflow. While spacing between the horizontal transects and the
wind turbines differed based on how perpendicular the flight path was to the wind
direction, BCT5G consistently flew closer passes to T4 than BCT5F flew to T3.
The trajectories of the wakes showed a tendency to vary more as the morning
progressed. This variation in wake trajectory is likely wake meandering. While wake
meandering is anticipated due to the large-scale turbulent structures that are readily
found in the ABL, the higher meander frequency observed as the morning progressed
is plausibly a result of increased turbulent kinetic energy in the atmosphere. Higher
levels of turbulent kinetic energy would likely amplify the natural instability in the
shear layer of the wake, which is the second main cause of wake meandering in wind
turbines. Additionally, there is possible interaction between the T4 wakes and T3
wakes that can be seen in Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.15. In these cases, the known
wake center locations of T4 seem to suggest a wake trajectory that would influence
the inflow of T3, or the downstream wake.
To quantitatively examine the magnitude of the wake meandering, the standard
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10: k profiles measured from the five flights conducted throughout the evolution of the morning. Each line represents an averaged k profile from 7:19 AM EDT
to 7:50 AM EDT (blue), 8:17 AM EDT to 8:44 AM EDT (red), 9:21 AM EDT to
9:59 AM EDT (green), 10:05 AM EDT to 10:36 AM EDT (orange), and 11:23 AM
EDT to 11:52 AM EDT (black). Transect locations are as follows: (a) upstream pass
of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3; (c) downstream pass of T4; and (d) downstream pass
of T3.
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deviation of the wake positions, yw , was calculated as

σ=

N
1 X
(yw − hyw i)2
N 1

!1/2
(4.1)

where N is the number of transects through the wake during each flight. The results
are presented in Figure 4.16. Since the two wind turbines in this study were the same
model and experienced extremely similar operating conditions, the σ calculated from
both turbines are referenced to the location of their respective turbine. Figure 4.16
indicates an observed increase in wake meandering with distance from the turbine
and over the morning ABL transition, with a fivefold increase occurring during the
final flight of the morning, where the winds and turbulent kinetic energy were higher.
Interestingly, for Flight 2 where the mean winds resulted in near-perfect alignment
between the two turbines the meandering of the T3 wake was significantly higher
than the T4 wake. Similar behavior was also observed during Flight 5, when the
wind direction once again resulted in the T4 wake being directed towards T3. Oddly,
the same behavior was not observed during Flight 1. However, for this flight, for which
increased meander was observed relative to the later Flight 2, there was significant
wind shear present (Figure 4.1), which could introduce increased meandering due to
intrinsic instability, as well as the general deviation of wake trajectory away from the
mean wind direction.
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Figure 4.11: Wake trajectories of Flight 1. The pink, triangular marker represents T4,
which was centered to the origin, and the orange, triangular marker represents T3.
The green, black, red, and blue circles represent the upstream T4, downstream T4,
upstream T3, and downstream T3 transects, respectively. The dashed lines indicated
approximate the bounds of the T4 wake.
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Figure 4.12: Wake trajectories of Flight 2. The pink, triangular marker represents T4,
which was centered to the origin, and the orange, triangular marker represents T3.
The green, black, red, and blue circles represent the upstream T4, downstream T4,
upstream T3, and downstream T3 transects, respectively. The dashed lines indicated
approximate the bounds of the T4 wake.
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Figure 4.13: Wake trajectories of Flight 3. The pink, triangular marker represents T4,
which was centered to the origin, and the orange, triangular marker represents T3.
The green, black, red, and blue circles represent the upstream T4, downstream T4,
upstream T3, and downstream T3 transects, respectively. The dashed lines indicated
approximate the bounds of the T4 wake.
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Figure 4.14: Wake trajectories of Flight 4. The pink, triangular marker represents T4,
which was centered to the origin, and the orange, triangular marker represents T3.
The green, black, red, and blue circles represent the upstream T4, downstream T4,
upstream T3, and downstream T3 transects, respectively. The dashed lines indicated
approximate the bounds of the T4 wake.
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Figure 4.15: Wake trajectories of Flight 5. The pink, triangular marker represents T4,
which was centered to the origin, and the orange, triangular marker represents T3.
The green, black, red, and blue circles represent the upstream T4, downstream T4,
upstream T3, and downstream T3 transects, respectively. The dashed lines indicated
approximate the bounds of the T4 wake.
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Figure 4.16: Magnitude of wake meandering throughout the evolution of the morning.
Each line represents the standard deviation of the wake position from 7:19 AM EDT
to 7:50 AM EDT (blue), 8:17 AM EDT to 8:44 AM EDT (red), 9:21 AM EDT to
9:59 AM EDT (green), 10:05 AM EDT to 10:36 AM EDT (orange), and 11:23 AM
EDT to 11:52 AM EDT (black).
Finally, an investigation was conducted to model the wind turbine wake position
as analogous to dispersion of a passive scalar and evaluate the predictive capability
provided by using this analogy. The prediction was based on an analytical model of
dispersion of a passive scalar from a point source in statistically stationary isotropic
turbulence, which is known as the Langevin model. This model can be used to
determine the standard deviation of the passive scalar concentration as it disperses
downstream of the point source [45]. The uniform nature of the turbulence assumed
in this model results in the Gaussian distribution of the scalar concentration in space,
whose width can then be characterized by the standard deviation. The diffusion of
this model is determined by the Lagrangian integral time scale TL , which represents
the average time an energetic eddy maintains it’s coherent motion. For t  TL , where
t is the time since the scalar left the point source, the model predicts
σ=

p
2kTL t.

(4.2)

√
Hence, σ/ kTL should grow as (2t/TL )1/2 .
Here, it is assumed that the wake behaves as a passive scalar in the ABL turbu-
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lence as it advects downstream from the turbine. The Lagrangian integral timescale
is extremely difficult to determine experimentally, requiring tracking a single fluid
element over a long period of time. Hence, the Lagrangian integral time scale can
be approximated by assuming equivalence to the Eulerian integral time scale. The
Eulerian integral time scale itself could only be roughly approximated in the current
experiment by assuming the turbulence at z = 80 m AGL had an integral length
scale of L = 80 m (i.e. the eddy scales were bound by the distance between the hub
and the surface). This spatial scale was transformed into a time scale using the mean
wind velocity u0 . Hence, TL ≈ L/U is assumed.
The σ calculated for the wake position is presented in Figure 4.17 as a function
of x/L ≈ t/TL . The results show that the increase in σ shown in Figure 4.16, when
scaled using U , L and k 1/2 , broadly follow the (x/L)1/2 increase predicted by the
turbulent diffusion analogy. There is still a considerable amount of scatter observed,
which can be attributed to several discrepancies between the model assumptions and
the implementation, specifically: (1) the model assumes the turbulence is isotropic,
which is not the case for the ABL; the approximation of the Lagrangian integral
timescale is not accurate, and would benefit from a more precise measure; (3) the wake
is not strictly passive, as it is locally modifying the local turbulent field; and (4) as
noted previously, for several conditions, the T3 turbine was immersed in the T4 wake,
such that the free-stream value of k is not strictly representative of the turbulence
experienced by the T3 wake. Regardless, these results are sufficient to conclude that
the meandering observed during this transition can largely be attributed to extrinsic
factors, i.e. transport by the ABL turbulent eddies.
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Figure 4.17: Investigation of the compatibility of using the point dispersion Langevin
model as a method to predict the wake positions from from 7:19 AM EDT to 7:50 AM
EDT (blue), 8:17 AM EDT to 8:44 AM EDT (red), 9:21 AM EDT to 9:59 AM EDT
(green), 10:05 AM EDT to 10:36 AM EDT (orange), and 11:23 AM EDT to 11:52
AM EDT (black). The pink, dashed line represents the wake position prediction by
the turbulent diffusion analogy (x/L)1/2 .
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Chapter 5

Wake Steering Experiments
This chapter will discuss the results from the wake steering experiments performed
by the BCT5 aircraft and the S1000 on July 24, 2019. This will include discussion
on the boundary layer conditions, unsteered and steered wake profiles, and wake
trajectories for unsteered and steered conditions. The analyses performed will also
be highlighted to provide context.

5.1

Boundary Layer Conditions

Once again, the S1000 was positioned upstream of T4 to measure the boundary
layer conditions by flying vertical profiles. These profiles were flown over three flights,
each measuring inflow conditions for the turbine that was yawed. At the timing of
the flight, mixed layer ABL conditions would be expected, as shown in Figure 5.1.
These profiles show bin-averaged results from each of three profiling flights flown by
the S1000 during each of the three wake-steering fixed-wing flights. The bin-averaged
profiles were produced by segmenting the flight altitude into ∆z = 5 m bins, and
ensemble-averaging all quantities falling within each bin.
Figure 5.1(a) shows that the vertical profile of U was relatively constant with
altitude, varying between U = 2.5 and 4 m/s at the hub height of 80 m over the
three flights, which is overall slower from the previous days measurements. Note
that the cut-in speed for the particular model of turbine involved in the study was
4 m/s, although the turbines were rotating, they were not likely to be operating at
optimum conditions and producing a strong wake. The wind stayed consistently from
the North-West and only fluctuated about ±20◦ as shown in Figure 5.1(b).
The temperature profiles shown in Figure 5.1(c) depict the temperature lapserate consistent with mixed-layer conditions, with increasingly higher temperatures
for each progressive flight. Finally, Figure 5.1 (d) shows the relative humidity for the
three flights, with relatively dry conditions experienced on this day.
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Figure 5.1: Vertical boundary condition profiles of (a) wind speed; (b) wind direction;
(c) temperature; and (d) relative humidity measured by S1000 aircraft on July 24th.

5.2

Wake Steering and Trajectories

To measure the wakes, horizontal transects were flown downstream of T4 and T3
using BCT5G and BCT5F, respectively. The flight paths were positioned essentially
in the same location for all three flights. During the experiments, T4 was not yawed
for the first ten minutes of each flight, then manually yawed for the remainder of the
flight. This method was used to provide an unsteered baseline wake to compare to
the steered wake, as well as to be able to determine the magnitude of any steering
that occurred.
Data post-processing largely followed the procedures described in Chapter 4. Using the wake centers for the upstream and downstream locations of both turbines,
Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 show the wake locations referenced to T4. The x and y
positions were normalized by the turbine rotor diameter D. Again, the dashed lines
give approximate edge locations of the wake. For the first steering flight presented in
Figure 5.3, the T4 wake was steered +30◦ toward T3, so a reduced wake deficit and
more wake meandering was expected in the T3 wake. The T4 wake was steered away
−30◦ from T3 during the second flight, so Figure 5.4 would suggest the T3 wake would
experience a greater wake deficit and reduced meandering from the interaction since
T4’s wake was steered further away from T3’s inflow. Furthermore, the T4 wake was
again steered +30◦ toward T3 in the third flight, so Figure 5.5 would predict similar
results as expected from the first flight. A comparison plot of T4’s yaw angle and the
wind direction at approximately hub height is described in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of T4 yaw angle (blue) and wind direction at hub height
measured by the S1000 vertical transects (red) during the wake steering flights.
To compare the wake locations of each turbine, the positions are referenced to
the respective wake producing turbine in Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8. The steered wake
locations for T4 are marked red to distinguish them from the T3 wake locations and
any unsteered wakes. For the first flight, the wake trajectories should show steering
+30◦ toward T3, however, Figure 5.6 does not provide conclusive data that the T4
wake was successfully steered as it appears to still intermingle with the unsteered T4
wakes. For Flight 2, Figure 5.7 appears to show that the T4 wake was successfully
steered away from T3, which resulted in a wake center displacement of approximately
1 y/D. During the final flight, the T4 wake was again steered +30◦ toward T3 and
the wake trajectory results from the steering are shown in Figure 5.8. While steering
seems to have occurred, there are a few outlier wake positions that prevent conclusive
steering results. If wind speeds were above the wind turbine cut-in speed, the results
would have been expected to show a clearer steered wake trajectory.
Wake meandering between the steered and unsteered cases was also investigated by
using the standard deviation of the wake center position at each downstream location
relative to the respective turbine generating the wake. The results from Flight 1 shown
in Figure 5.9 seem to depict that less meandering occurred in both the T4 and T3
wakes when T4 was steered. Since T4’s wake was steered +30◦ into T3’s inflow, more
meandering of T3’s wake was expected, but the low wind speeds could explain the
behavior observed. During Flight 2, T4 was steered −30◦ away from T3, which was
predicted to result either in no change or a decrease of wake meandering experienced
by T3. Figure 5.10 reinforces this prediction since the standard deviation of the T3
wake center position remains similar at both downstream locations for T4 unsteered
and steered conditions. Additionally, an increase in meandering is observed in the T4
wake once turbine yawing occurs due to the added instability in the wake shear layer
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from the skewing of the wake. Finally, Flight 3 shows evidence of an increase in wake
meandering in both the T3 and T4 wakes once steering occurs according to Figure
5.11. Again, T4’s wake can be concluded to have been disturbed by the steering,
which resulted in greater meandering. Since T4’s wake was steered +30◦ into T3’s
inflow again for this flight, the increase in meandering for the T3 wake was expected
since the inflow would still be influenced by T4’s wake. Besides the possibility of
interactions from larger turbulence structures in the atmosphere, the low sample size
of wake centers in this data set could have also influenced the meandering results
presented. Furthermore, wind speeds were low during all three flights, which would
have affected the strength of the wakes as well as their structures.

Figure 5.3: Wake trajectories of Flight 1. The pink, triangular marker represents T4,
which was centered to the origin, and the orange, triangular marker represents T3.
The green, black, red, and blue circles represent the upstream T4, downstream T4,
upstream T3, and downstream T3 transects, respectively. The dashed lines indicated
approximate the bounds of the T4 wake.
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Figure 5.4: Wake trajectories of Flight 2. The pink, triangular marker represents T4,
which was centered to the origin, and the orange, triangular marker represents T3.
The green, black, red, and blue circles represent the upstream T4, downstream T4,
upstream T3, and downstream T3 transects, respectively. The dashed lines indicated
approximate the bounds of the T4 wake.
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Figure 5.5: Wake trajectories of Flight 3. The pink, triangular marker represents T4,
which was centered to the origin, and the orange, triangular marker represents T3.
The green, black, red, and blue circles represent the upstream T4, downstream T4,
upstream T3, and downstream T3 transects, respectively. The dashed lines indicated
approximate the bounds of the T4 wake.
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Figure 5.6: Wake trajectories of Flight 1 denoting T4 steered and unsteered conditions. The pink, triangular marker represents the turbine location respective to
the wake producing turbine. The black circles represent the unsteered upstream and
downstream wake positions from T4. The red circles represent the steered upstream
and downstream wake positions of T4. The black stars represent the upstream and
downstream wake potions of T3. The dashed lines indicated approximate the bounds
of the wake.
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Figure 5.7: Wake trajectories of Flight 2 denoting T4 steered and unsteered conditions. The pink, triangular marker represents the turbine location respective to
the wake producing turbine. The black circles represent the unsteered upstream and
downstream wake positions from T4. The red circles represent the steered upstream
and downstream wake positions of T4. The black stars represent the upstream and
downstream wake potions of T3. The dashed lines indicated approximate the bounds
of the wake.
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Figure 5.8: Wake trajectories of Flight 3 denoting T4 steered and unsteered conditions. The pink, triangular marker represents the turbine location respective to
the wake producing turbine. The black circles represent the unsteered upstream and
downstream wake positions from T4. The red circles represent the steered upstream
and downstream wake positions of T4. The black stars represent the upstream and
downstream wake potions of T3. The dashed lines indicated approximate the bounds
of the wake.
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Figure 5.9: Magnitude of wake meandering of Flight 1 during T4 unsteered and
steered conditions. Each line represents the standard deviation of the wake position where the blue line indicates T4 is unsteered and the red dashed line indicates
T4 is steered. The circles represent meandering from T4 and the stars represents
meandering from T3.
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Figure 5.10: Magnitude of wake meandering of Flight 2 during T4 unsteered and
steered conditions. Each line represents the standard deviation of the wake position where the blue line indicates T4 is unsteered and the red dashed line indicates
T4 is steered. The circles represent meandering from T4 and the stars represents
meandering from T3.
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Figure 5.11: Magnitude of wake meandering of Flight 3 during T4 unsteered and
steered conditions. Each line represents the standard deviation of the wake position where the blue line indicates T4 is unsteered and the red dashed line indicates
T4 is steered. The circles represent meandering from T4 and the stars represents
meandering from T3.

5.3

Means and Turbulence

Bin averaged wake profiles with ∆y = 5 m were produced for both turbines under
unsteered and steered conditions for all three flights. Focusing on the upstream profiles, Figure 5.12 shows the wind turbine wake normalized by the free stream velocity
as a function of the lateral distance normalized by the turbine diameter. Instantaneous wake profiles for the wake steering experiment are provided in Appendix A
(Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3). For the T4 wakes, shown in Figure 5.12(a) and (c), the
profiles seem to skew when steered, which suggests that the yawing of the turbine
introduces a corresponding asymmetric impact on the wake structure. The upstream
T4 wakes also vary in whether steering the turbine caused a decrease or increase in
wake deficit, so no trend can be pinpointed, although a decrease from steering was
expected. The steering of T4 +30◦ toward T3 during Flight 1 was expected to result in a reduced wake deficit for T3 since interaction from T4’s wake would prevent
T3’s inflow from being as energy intensive as possible. While T3’s wake for the T4
steering conditions was less defined and had a less visible hub wake in the profile, no
noticeable decrease in wake deficit was observed in the upstream profiles. This result
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is again likely attributed to the below cut-in speed winds experienced on this test day.
Flight 2 was expected to show an increase in wake deficit for the T3 wake profiles
since T4 was steered −30◦ away from T3. No significant difference in wake deficit
was reported by the upstream profiles for T3 in this case, expect for an increase on
the right side of the profile at the wake edge and free stream. It was surmised that
T3 also experienced a reduced wake deficit during Flight 3 since T4 was again steered
+30◦ towards it. A small decrease in wake deficit of approximately 0.2 was in fact
observed at the center of the T3 wake. The averaged downstream wakes were too
broken down due to wake recovery, so minimal observations can be made from these
profiles. These results also appeared to still contain a portion of influence from the
aircraft motion that was not able to be filtered out of the results. This is evident in
the high peaks at the wake’s edge present in the profiles where the aircraft entered
the wake and rolled due to the wind speed shift.
The turbulent kinetic energy of the bin-averaged transects were calculated as
described in Chapter 4 and shown in Figure 5.13 for the T4 unsteered and steered
cases. The turbulent kinetic energy was normalized by the square of the mean freestream velocity for each flight. The upstream profiles of k for T4 show a clear trend
that lower values of k were found in the steered wakes compared to the unsteered. It
can be determined that this is a result of the yawed rotor disk skewing the shape of
the wake, which would result in a weaker wake and less turbulence production. This
trend did not have a great influence on the upstream T3 k profiles due to the low
impact the steered T4 wake had on T3’s inflow, as well as due to T3’s measurement
locations being further downstream. The downstream k profiles for both turbines
provide little information on what was observed from the experiments since the wake
had already recovered too much and the limited number of transects through the
wake resulted in poor statistical convergence of the results.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.12: hui profiles measured from the three flights during unsteered and steered
conditions. The solid lines represent T4 unsteered conditions while the dashed lines
represent T4 steered. Profiles originating from T4 during Flight 1, 2, and 3 are blue,
red, and green, respectively. Profiles originating from T3 during Flight 1, 2 and 3 are
purple, orange, and seafoam green. Transect locations are as follows: (a) upstream
pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3; (c) downstream pass of T4; and (d) downstream
pass of T3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.13: k profiles measured from the three flights during unsteered and steered
conditions. The solid lines represent T4 unsteered conditions while the dashed lines
represent T4 steered. Profiles originating from T4 during Flight 1, 2, and 3 are blue,
red, and green, respectively. Profiles originating from T3 during Flight 1, 2 and 3 are
purple, orange, and seafoam green. Transect locations are as follows: (a) upstream
pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3; (c) downstream pass of T4; and (d) downstream
pass of T3.
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Chapter 6

Formation Wake Steering Experiments
The results presented in this chapter cover the wake steering experiments performed using three BCT5 aircraft at different altitudes in a vertical formation conducted on July 26th, 2019. During these experiments, T4 was yawed 30◦ starting
after formation was achieved with the aircraft and continued for the duration of the
flight. The boundary layer conditions, instantaneous wake profiles, and mean wake
profiles are presented for the three aircraft and provide additional experimental wake
steering results and justification for the vertical positioning of the wake center.

6.1

Boundary Layer Conditions

Using the S1000, vertical profiles up to z = 150 m AGL were flown outside of T4’s
inflow to measure the boundary layer conditions. The flights occurred around noon
when the ABL had already mixed and transitioned from a stable boundary layer as
shown in Figure 6.1. The mean wind speeds are independent of altitude throughout
the turbine swept area at approximately 4 m/s for Flight 1 and 6 m/s for Flight 2.
Temperatures were relatively the same during both flights at approximately 25 ◦ C
with a lapse-rate consistent with mixed-layer conditions.

Figure 6.1: Boundary Layer Conditions During Formation Wake Steering Experiments
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6.2

Instantaneous Wake Profiles

Horizontal transects were flown in a vertical formation with three BCT5 aircraft
through both the T4 and T3 outflow. The three aircraft were able to measure the
wakes of the two turbines at z = 60 m, the hub height of z = 80 m, and z = 100
m AGL. Yawing of T4 began as soon as the aircraft formation was achieved and
continued for the duration of the flight. An issue during the first flight prevented
the data collected by BCT5G at z = 100 m from being usable, so measurements at
this altitude are only available for the second flight. The instantaneous wake profiles
collected at an altitude of z = 80 m for both flights depict wakes at both turbine
locations according to Figure 6.2. Wind speeds were slightly below the cut-in speed
of 4 m/s during the first flight, which resulted in noisy, shallow wake profiles due to
the production of a weaker wake. Since the wind speed was closer to 6 m/s during the
second flight, the wind turbines were operating within nominal conditions, thus the
wake profiles are more defined and depict a greater deficit. Additionally, the profiles
from the second flight show evidence that T4’s wake was skewed from yawing.
To investigate if measurements conducted at hub height accurately capture the
center of the wind turbine wake, comparisons were made between the measurements
taken at the three altitudes. Figure 6.3 compares two instantaneous passes from
the first flight for the z = 80 m and z = 60 m altitudes. Between the two pass
profiles, the z = 80 m profile shows greater definition in wake structure, while the
z = 60 m profile appears to smooth over certain features. This is also seen in Figure
6.4 between all three altitudes, but closer observations can be made considering the
higher wind speeds during the second flight produced more developed wake overall.
Again, looking at two different passes from the flight, the flight profiles at z = 80 m
show more detailed profile of the wake. This, in addition to the greater capture of the
hub wake, supports the conclusion that the center of the wake is accurately captured
at hub height. Notable features of the wake appear smoother for the z = 60 m
measurements compared to the z = 80 m measurements similarly to the first flight,
which could indicate the aircraft flew through an outer, weaker part of the wake.
However, the measurements collected at z = 100 m seem to exaggerate much of the
wake and free-stream features. Both behaviors experienced by the alternate altitudes
could simply be attributed to differences in the measurement systems on each aircraft
or be due to slightly different wind fluctuations occurring at different altitudes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.2: Instantaneous wake structure measured at z = 80 m AGL during formation flights. Each line indicates a single transect from: (a) upstream pass of Flight 1;
(b) upstream pass of Flight 2; (c) downstream pass of Flight 1; and (d) downstream
pass of Flight 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.3: Instantaneous wake structure measured at z = 60 m and z = 80 m AGL
during formation Flight 1. Each line indicates a single transect from: (a) upstream
pass 2; (b) upstream pass 4; (c) downstream pass 2; and (d) downstream pass 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.4: Instantaneous wake structure measured at z = 60 m, z = 80 m, and
z = 100 AGL during formation Flight 2. Each line indicates a single transect from:
(a) upstream pass 2; (b) upstream pass 4; (c) downstream pass 2; and (d) downstream
pass 4.

6.3

Wake Trajectories

To show the effect of wake steering, the wake centers were used to plot the trajectories of the wake from T4 during both flights. Wake centers were selected using
the instantaneous wake profiles for each pass. As seen in Figure 6.6, the wake trajectories for Flight 1 experienced greater wandering than Flight 2 trajectories. No
discernible steering of the wake was measured during Flight 1 either, but Flight 2
showed evidence of successful wake steering. A possible explanation for the results
collected from Flight 1 would be that the wind speeds were below the turbine cut-in
speeds, so the turbine would not have been operating at a capacity to generate electricity and the wake would effectively be weaker. This would lead to a more unstable
wake structure and thus more meandering of the wake. However, wind speeds were
above cut-in during Flight 2, so the wake structure was developed enough to produce
a steerable wake. Additionally, wind direction experienced a dramatic change over
the duration of Flight 1 according to the T4 yaw angle comparison with the wind
direction described in Figure 6.5. The wind direction change experienced was approximately 70◦ over the course of the flight, which would have affected the center wake
position measured during each pass and causes inconclusive results.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of T4 yaw angle (blue) and wind direction at hub height
measured by the S1000 vertical profiles (red) during the formation wake steering
flights.
(b)

(a)

Figure 6.6: Wake trajectories during formation (a) Flight 1 and (b) Flight 2 when T4
was steered. The blue circles are T3 wake positions and the red circles are T4 wake
positions.

6.4

Mean Wake Profiles

It is also advantageous to look at the mean behavior of the wake, thus the instantaneous passes were bin averaged to produce Figure 6.7. This figure shows the
upstream and downstream mean wake profiles for both turbines. Similar results can
be seen between the two turbines regarding Flight 1 with the exception that T4’s
wake had a slightly lower deficit in both measurement locations. This decrease in
wake deficit is likely due to the yawed rotor disk area extracting less energy from the
free-stream. The wind speeds during Flight 2 were significantly higher, so the wakes
at both the upstream and downstream locations exhibit a larger deficit and a more
developed wake structure. In the case of the yawed turbine, T4, the wake appears
to skew likely from the effect of steering. This evidence of steering is seen from the
reduced deficit, smaller wake width, and altered shape compared to T3’s wake.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.7: Average wake profiles from formation flights. Wakes originating from T3
and T4 are represented by black and red lines, respectively. Averaged profiles are
provided for: (a) upstream Flight 1; (b) upstream Flight 2; (c) downstream Flight 1;
and (d) downstream Flight 2.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
7.1

Conclusions

Field experiments were performed at the Kruger Energy wind farm near Port
Alma, Ontario, Canada to study various aspects of wind turbine wakes. The measurements were collected using semi-autonomous, fixed-wing UAVs equipped with a
sensor package capable of measuring thermodynamic parameters and wind velocity.
Horizontal transects were flown through the outflows of the wind turbines of interest
to measure the wakes. Additional vertical profiles were flown using an octocopter upstream of the turbines to capture reference boundary layer conditions using sensors
capable of measuring thermodynamic parameters and wind. The experiments conducted during three days of the flight campaign include a morning transition layer
study, a wake steering study, and a wake steering with aircraft formation study.
The data collected from the morning transition experiment provided evidence that
the transition of the boundary layer affects wind turbine wake behavior, such as how
fast the wake diffuses and the occurrence of wake meandering. These measurements
also provided support for using the Langevin model for point source diffusion as a
potentially viable method of predicting wind turbine wake locations. The wake steering studies confirmed that wind turbine wakes can be steered to avoid the inflow of
downstream turbines permitting wind speeds are high enough to provide operational
conditions. It was also observed that the wake of a downstream turbine will experience a larger wake deficit and less wake meandering if an upstream turbine wake is
steered out of its inflow, which suggests that wake steering can improve wind turbine
power efficiency. Additionally, the wake steering experiments conducted using an aircraft formation provided confirmation that the center of the wake can be accurately
estimated to be at the hub height of the wind turbine of interest. Comprehensively,
the results from the presented studies bolster a UAV platform as a viable tool for the
study of wind turbine wakes and wind farm flows.
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7.2

Future Work

In the interest of continuing the work presented in this thesis, additional experiments and measurement improvements would be desirable. The morning transition
experiments suggested that wake structure and behavior change as the atmospheric
boundary layer transitions. Regarding this, the effects of wake steering as the ABL
transitions have yet to be investigated and could be studied using the current UAV
platform configuration. In the pursuit of improving wake measurement techniques,
increasing the number of horizontal transects flown through the outflow of a steered
wind turbine would provide better tracking of the wake trajectory. Furthermore, a
higher number of wake measurements at each position would provide greater statistical convergence on wake meandering results and improve the quality of the study.
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Appendices
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Appendix A: Instantaneous Wake Profiles from Wake
Steering Flights
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.1: Flight 1 conducted from 11:05 AM EDT to 11:27 AM EDT. Each line
indicates a single transect from: (a) upstream pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3;
(c) downstream pass of T4; and (d) downstream pass of T3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.2: Flight 2 conducted from 11:46 AM EDT to 12:11 PM EDT. Each line
indicates a single transect from: (a) upstream pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3;
(c) downstream pass of T4; and (d) downstream pass of T3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.3: Flight 3 conducted from 12:41 AM EDT to 1:02 PM EDT. Each line
indicates a single transect from: (a) upstream pass of T4; (b) upstream pass of T3;
(c) downstream pass of T4; and (d) downstream pass of T3.
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